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PREFACE

The iational Center for Research in Vocational Education at The Ohio State University is
p easeckt_ present Dr. Beatrice Reubens' thoughts on "The Transition from School to WorkThe
Europear Experience: Imp lica!:ions for Research and Development." Dr. Reubens is a Senior
Fiesearch Associate in the Conservation of Human Resources at Columbia University.

In -ler lecture, Dr. Reuber s discusses the organization of educational systems in several
European countries including F -ance, Germany, and Great Britain. She also presents and cate-
gorizes 7-le "complaints" about ne way ioung people are prepared for tr.e world of work in other
countrie

Additionally, Dr. Reubens ;int: cut that a high-priority in most European countries formal
occupational preparation for yoLng people. In this area, she discusses questions such as: (1) What
occupations should be designates as training sites, (2) How long should the training period last,

71 what setting should initial occupational skills be required, (4) At what point in the educa-
tic-T;a1 and work cycle of young people should this training occur, and (5) What kinds of young
people should receive formal skiff training?

Dr. Reubens received a B.A. from Brooklyn College, and an M.A. and Ph.D. from Columbia
ersity. Prior to her present position, she was a lecturer in economics at Barnard College.. She

as gas served as an economist with variot governmental agencies includi'ng the U.S. Department
of the Office of Strategic Services, t. Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion, and
the ',Iational Resources Planning Board.

Having traveled extensively in Europe and other areas, Dr. Reubens has served as a consultant
for OECD and the ON ISEP in Paris; the Ministry of Colleges and Universities in Toronto,
Ontario; the Department of Labor; and the Naripnal Commission on Youth. She also is the author
of nu----ierou: publications on career education and the transition from school to work.

"rose again, the National Center takes piide in presenting Dr. Reuberis and her lecture, "The
Transition from School to-WorkThe Eth ocean Experience: Implications for Research and
Development."

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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TRANSITION FROM SCHOOL TO WORK--THE °EAN EXPERIENCE:
IMPLICATIONS F= = RESEARCH AND C. -ELOPMENT

The transition from :chool to . as become such a cats IThrase that one n- .st inquire v.
people actually have in m id. Yeste-c y or example, I talked .Vashington abou-, the "Transit
from School to Work," anc it turned c t be.a session on the cLlises of youth unemployment
r -ograms to mitigate it. C ie of the mai, ;oints I made was that the transition is a alid subject

.,art from youth unemplcyment. In improvement in the t -amition might be -nportant at
me when there was such nigh, full 'yment that each you :ster had a choice ;.,-nong fifty :cy
on leaving full-time school.

I think that you in this group ma , interested in a' range of subjects that I have divided nto
vo main parts in my studies. Preparazyc.,i; Tor Alork, a study not quite completed, deals, on a com
arative basis, with the cognitive anc noncogn,7ive skills needed to compete successfully in the labu-

: arket and with specific basic occupational sk is whether they be imparted through' the educe-
T anal system or at the workplace. Bridges to 1, ork, published as a bbok last year and shortly to
E.,Jpear in shortened version as a Department of Labor monograph, contains a cross-country analysis

of what I call "the transition services.' The first of these services is educational-occupational infor-
mation, in which I stress the occupational implications of educational chdices. The second service is
educational-occupational guidance an counseling. The third is job placement. The fourth type of
service concerns induction to work, and the fifth is the follow-up of young workers.

My own preference is to talk aboJt my work in progress rathe- than work already published.
I shall be glad to answer questions about the transition services, if some of yoy are most concerned
about them: But I will begin by talkir ci about the preparation for work and especially occupational
skills.

.1

The view t a(t there are serious deficiencies in the ways that young people are prepared for
working life is widely prevalent in virtually all industrialized countries. Criticism falls on the
schools, society, the family, and the young people, but mostly on the schools. There is a great
similarity from country to country in the complaints about how young people are prepared for
work. The outstanding deficiencies cited can be grouped under four headings. By the same token,
a fourfold classification can be made c f the desired competencies in new entrants to the labs
market. The four categories are:

1. Basic cognitive skillsskills
a complaint on this point is
clined over recent years, bu
the significant issue is whet
skills that they cannot per-ft
say there are many in this c

t communication, comprehension, and computation Dften
c.companied by the charge that pupils' standards ha de-

;cientific evidence is still to be accumulated. In any ease,
.1- there are some young people who are so deficient these
.n availab'e jobs adequately. Employers in many co._ -tries

Personal 1:n:tali-ties and work :,-titudes. The English-speaking countries are conside--L.Dly
more vocal on this point thy: other countries. Responsibility, punctuality, p; ide wo-k,
attendance records, app,:aran behavior, etc. are some of the specifics on which
performance is desired.

1
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-:cupational mobil: .d to a wide rz-:nge of occupational choice
oportionately ass( :d with a lifetime as a semi skilled br u
is being used bot nfluence the comnosition of the apprentice-

nips offered by errti -.a influence the oc .tional choiCes made by new apprenti,;:es.
3ritain has an interea n nroja! to improve train! ...nich is called 7.3roup-ng of Skills." The
:European Common t, rr at hs:.; reveral projects to ...aline occupatioial categories and definitions
n its nine member cc.rn-nes wit the ptyrpose of sts: .1ardizing all of the definitions and classifica-
ions and ultimately bra: :Mg un:forrnity to the strucare and contend of t--air ing in the member
.ountries.

Issue 2. The cluratio-a of occupational skill training for new entrants ,-. the. degree of mastery
expected lifters consideranly :,cross countries, even when the occupations seem to be the same. In
apnrenticeship, countries where craft unions are influential definitely stiou'ate more years but not
necessarily more hours of training. Moreover, within countries, different trai-aing methods may
moose differing durations of training for ostensibly the same occupations ar i skill levels. On the
_,they hand, in some countries there is L typical training length,.regardies of le skill. Countries
such as France which have government examination for occupational diolon- avoid this b, giving
exactly the same examinations to those who have attended vocational sctiobi., those who have'com-
Heted an apprentice:nip, and those yillo have gained on-the-job experience,

Issue 3. initial occupational ski;i training can be given either in an employer-based sist-in or
in an education-based system. Almost every country has some forms of each type of tr sining for
new entrants. The most common varieties are apprenticeship and voc.ational education. But



countries vary greatly in the vve:glit' they-place the different methods and it 21

about the virtues and deficiencies of each in theL ry and in practice. in eve-y c ,--r

I've asked the authorities the question: How do you decide which occupaion,.
'through vocational education and which should be taught through apprentic
the answer was the same: he more practical rather than theoretical the skill
the more it seems to be imparted through informal rather than forma! inst-uct:
likely it is to be conducted through employer-based training (especially Dpnr-
than education-based. Con J er sely a high theoretical content suggests schc:

when the official reguLtio is provide that eithe- method may be used, a

follow the rule of thumb I .aave just cited. If a :-end exists, it is toy and r
ig because of an increased theoretical content in 3ccupations.

Countries do differ a deal in where they clravv the ( ie be:7-wee'n e cu

suited to employer-based training and those that should be al ication-basee
are strong supporters of vocati anal education and leave only a residual re e
which is centered on :he traditional crafts. =trich vocational schiools for
year-olds are established and Lii-ected nationally :.nd therefore tent: to be ec

uniformly. They make our pest vocational hig: schools look like L nderc
employers are not complete' ssatisfied with the preset': system, and sprne

support for in-the-firrn tra:r1 ng. In the same way, political parties anc the t
in Germany and Switzerlart, ha.e sought the transfer of apprenticesh p to

I have found no good )Iu:ion to the innerently difficult pn.plem of i- if
skills to new entrants. Tiler:: are theoretical and practical faults and virtue
national preferences and pr jud ices carry a heas. , weight in the actua dect.:
Countries can learn from or-,? another about wa s to irr prove.panicular trai
I doubt t4tit a country can decide on the grope- balance among the variou- ain

basis of other countries' ex per ences. One real -in for this is that a trade -of <iSt

and large apprenticeship system and a high prjportion of the age group Hie

Germany, Austria, and Switzerlandthe counties that give the largest role to en-
ing, mostly in the form of apprenticeshipha..e had a delayed and careful exp,:,

.r,gment
ve visited

: taught
.rerywhe
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J :he more
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seems r.3
trair

-nat seen
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nticesr
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Dvernment
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secondary and higher education. ,They also ha\,e not provided as much full rime d anal e_:,,.

cation as young 4ople would like, and some young people go into apprenticeship -,use places

are not available in vocational schools. These countries are not shy about citing t- sayings to the

public purse that result from having employers bear a share of the costs of educatii teenacers.

Another point should be made about comparisons of vocational education an apprentice-

ship. Apprenticeship,is not simply skill training. It has functions and a potential it regard to new
entrants that vocational education lacks. It ea: the transition from schoc to v. ork. It is a
planned means of socializing young people to th ways of the vork,world. Those with a Germanic

background say that it produces industrial discip ine. They say this boldly as if it w re a good thing
that we have forgotten all about. Apprenticeshit s a form if employment that yielcs reasonably
good earnings these days, and it provides a more ittable social status for some young people than

they have as pupils.

have been4mpressed in my visits abroad\ to discover that countries, like Germany, with a
strong apprenticeship system for school leavers r ave fewer complaints about the difficulties of

moving young people from school to work than cyrher countries. They cope-with youth unemploy-
ment, which is heavily concentrated on those wh( never entered apprenticeship or who dropped out

of it, by preparing unemployed young people to iter apprenticeship rather than devising erner-

gency or remedial youth unemployment program
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One ,of the encouraging aspects
cis that a certain ar.-y_ont of converg:-;1

use of combinations of vocatival E
preparatory or introductory functio-
many countries now provides an enla.
studies. In countries where such ins-
apprentices 6.: not have paid release
the development of fully-paid relate

For its part, vocational educa _

Sweden has made such practical ex: _

upper secondary school. I think th,
a compulsory part of vocational coL.
relied on an expansion of cooperati,
but it is a slow and peripheral apprc

In a wider perspective our ex;_,
the stage for a partial deschoolina
tory education" is another interes
nity involvement. In this plan, th

Mate over vocational education versus apprenticeship
arena between the two methods. There is ir creasing
and apprenticeship. Full-time schooling serves a
cases. Apart from this development, apprenticeship in

or general education as7vdell as related theoretical
s not compulsory by law, it is so prevalent that few

T le United States and Canada are farthest behind in
on luring working hours.

:reasingly includes a practical component in a firm.
maniatory for most of the vocational courses in its

-nay have come to consider making practical experience
cur high schools and community colleges. We have

::_catior and similar programs to obtain this combination,

rits with career education models outside schools have set
)cational education. The Dutch proposal called "participa-
nproach to combining school, training, work, and commu-

mngovernment would pay employers for their participation.

In general, riy comparative eads me to question the notion that full-time education
until the age of eighteen is the rn( t .irable mode! for all young Americans. Of course we need to
examine our feasible alternatives carefully before we abandon or change the present system.
This brings me to the point that d\, American and Canadian apprenticeships recruit from young
adults with prior work experierc h _tqly serving teenagers. The average American apprentice is
twenty-five years old, according t the most recent statistics. Most have worked before and many
are married with dependents. At he age when apprentices in most other countries have finished
their training, most American and Canadian apprentices have not yet begun. Is it any wonder that
we have the highest apprentice drc;)o rate when we have the-same wage scale for our apprentices
as Australia and New Zealand have fc- apprentices who start at age fifteen or sixteen? Before
World War II American apprentices vv- re sixteen to eighteen year-olds when entering their training.
It was the return of World War II vate-ans and the subsidization available through the GI Bill that
changed the situation initially, anc er--ployersnow 5eem to prefer the oiler recruits.

I think that apprenticeship wu :1 function more effectively in the U.S. if it recruited
teenagers, perhaps starting with the sixteen year-olds. I am aware that because of anti-age discrimi-
nation tegislation, this cannot be done by legislative provision. But countries with no legal state
merits about entry age have managed to make their apprenticeship consist entirely of school leavers.
They also have made full provision for adult training and retraining to the skilled worker level so
that r,o one is deprived because of having missed apprenticeship in youth. This is easier to organize
in countries such as the continental European nations, where craft trade unions do not restrict the
tota; number of apprentices or place limits on entry to skilled status from sources other than

apprenticeship.

Craft unions do place limits on numbers of apprentices in Ireland, Great Britain, and Australia
and to a lesser extent in the U.:3. and Canada.. This control by trade unions is in fact one of the
chief ways that the continental European model of apprenticeship can be distinguished from the
model in the English-speaking countries. As an English-speaking country, the U.S. is fortunate that
the trade unions involved in apprenticeship have not made it the chief or only means of access to

skilled status We should be able to establish training opportunities for adults.which are equal

5
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to those for teenage apprentices and obtain full trade union acceptance provided that the unions are
consulted about the total number under both types of programs. In my opinion apprenticeship has
greatest significance as an initial occupation& skill program and teenagers are Ine logical group to
become apprentices.

It has become fashionable in the U.S. to claim that our teenagers, especially problem groups.
are not ready to settle down to prolonged and demanding training, but instead must wait until they
reach a more mature age for serious occupational training. Here is a case where comparative study
causes some questions to be raised. Are American young people constitutionally different from
those in other countries? Overseas they seem mature enough to start apprenticeship at age fifteen
or sixteen. Moreover, Germany has been able to include low academic achievers and physically
and mentally handicapped school leavers in apprenticeship by adapting the requirements and the
training. Can we be so sure about the validity of our rather stiff entrance requirements? Germany
and Austria have come to the point where over 90 percent of their school leavers either are in ap-
prenticeship or full-time education and tinder 10 percent enter unskilled work. Our record for high
school graduates isn't that good.

Perhaps we have been projecting onto our, young people's shoulders :he deficiencies in our
institutional 'arrangements which fail to provide adequate skill training. I am not suggesting that
apprenticeship is the answer for all of our youth with problems nor that we can build apprentice-
ship to the GerMan levelthe corresponding number would be over 5 million apprentices. But on
the basis of other countries' expeHences, I do think that we require some new initiatives of s per-
manent kind for our sixteen to eighteen year-olds who now play truant or get little out of school.
They seem to need a,respectabb,i alternative to full-time school. This could combine compulsory
part-tinie schooling until age eighteen with a work-training situation that is not temporary, reme-
dial, ad hoc, or established as a youth unemployment program. A Eritish program called unified
vocational preparation, designed mainly to serve employed youngsters who enter low-paying dead-
end jobs, is worth some attention.

I know hovv complex this whole field is, but the strength r comparative analysis is that it
shows that other countries are doing things that seem to us, on the face of it, difficult or impossible.
My final word is that slavish imitation of other countries is of course not the answer either. We
must work out our own solutions, but a knowledge of what others are doing is a useful backdrop.

6
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QUESTIONS P ND ANSWERS

Question: What are the differences in-values that young people are socialized to in the United .

States and in other countries?

I')ung people in European countries have almost the same complaints about life and work as
young people in the United States. Some react negatively to dirty, 'blue collar, -'(!ad-end, or shift
work jobs. They have been more easily able to reject such jobs in Europe until recent, because of
high, full employment and the resulting inflow of foreign workers who tookthe leastrdesirable jobs.
In Europe social distinctions about appropriate types of work for given levels of edudation are far
stronger than they are here where many college graduates accept jobs that would be unacceptable
to their European counterparts. For example, the construction industry, which used to receive a lot
of unacademically inclined French youth now has become almost entirely an occupation for foreign
workers and it hasn't changed much because of the recession. In general, I do not think the work
ethic varies much among youth in different countries and all of them sense a declining commitment
to high standards of work quality.

On the other sicte there are some countries which consider it unnecessary and undesirable that

a high proportion of population should become college graduates. Skilled blue collar workers
are officially praised and efforts are being made to change their public image, social prestige, and
relative earnings. In Germany proposals have been made that government officials' salaries should
be reduced in order to achieve social equity ar.d encourage young people to choose skilled crafts
instead of administrative occupations. I can't see that there's any such movement in the United
States. Such drives make good policy sense in Europe for two reasons:, (1) they can help solve the
growing unemployment problem among college graduates, and (2) they can ease the pressure to
expand higher educationalmost all of which is paid for directly out of the publ:c purse, including
subsistence loans and grants to students. In contrast, industry bears a large part of the cost of
training skilled workers.,-Thus far, such drives have not produced much change in social perceptions
of occupational stratification.

Question: How much internal c. to about apprenticeship programs exists in other countries?

There is considerable debate. In Germany there was a very interesting turnaround. When I
first examined the German apprenticeship system early in the 1970s, the Socialist Party, which
recently had come to power, favored placing apprenticeship entirely in the schools because appren-
tices were seen.as "the forgotten majority." This designation arose frorr the fact that many appren-
tices suffered poor on-the-job training and ofr the-job related education, in of new legislation
in 1969. Reform proposals centered on incorporating apprentices into the full-time education sys-
tem. But the plans were abandoned when the governmerjt saw what the cost of absorbing appren-
tices into the educational system would be and how much industrial expenditure on training would
be lost. Instead, officials declared that apprenticeship could be improved in all of its aspects. They
have done a great deal and it is a better functioning system now. But it still has flaws, so consider-
able internal debate continues. Currently, the official view is that apprentices are nart of the full-
time educational system. This is, in my opinion, a highly debatable point, since apprentices are

7



wage-earners who take part in ordinary production to some degree. Whatever else is said about
apprenticeship in Germany, however, it should be pointed out that it is a strong, resilient institution
which has greatly expanded in the last few recession years at a time when employment in general
declined. The power of public policy has been effectively demonstrated in this case.

Question: You paint a detailed picture of a comprehensive, controlled vocational education
system in France. How clues (or doesn't) this. system develop viability as rapid
technological changes occur?

This is a weakness, centered in the Ministry of Education which controls matters fairly
thoroughly and does not believe in practical experience for vocational students. French industry
has a nominal advisory role, but whe'ri I've talked to people at the "Patronat," which is the associa-
tion of French employers, they complain bitterly about how their advice is not really followed.
Still, relations are closer than in the U.S. A division between French industry and education exists

.partly because of an educationally centralized system. The Revolution of 1789 transferred educa-
tion to national control in order to ensure liberty, fraternity, and equality. It has a wonderful back-
ground bat it's come to be quite restrictive. Another factor is that many people pay more attentior
to form than substance in France. They pass laws but often don't check on how well they are im-
plemented. They refer to the existence of the law and consider that they've therefore done some-
thing. When I asked questions' about what had happened under a particular law, p -)ple would look
at me with some surprise and say calmly that they didn't know. So national ways of doing things
also have to be taken into account.

Question: What are the implications of vocational systems in other countries for effecting
change in the U.S. national policy of vocational education?

The more I do comparative research, the fewer straight translations I see from one country to
another. But one thing that seems pretty clear is that our vocational education system has suffered
from not having combineci classroom and actual work experience all along the line. Such an ap-
proach works very well in Europewhether in apprenticeship programs or in vocational education.
The machines available to a vocational school which has close contacts with industry are different
from those in a system which has little contact. Industry becomes interested in having up-to-date
mach nes in schools from which they take young people for practical work., However, there are
two sides to this issue. I've heard complaints in England fro.m small employers that the training
boards are doing a disservice by putting in the latest machinery in their centers where apprentices
receive off-the-job training. These employers said that, after going through such training, young
people would come to the firm and have to work on older machines in less pleasant surroundings.
Some employers also objected to the training centers being very hygenic and having all the occupa-
tional safety features because the trainees would find conditions in the firm that weren't as good as
in their training center, and would leave the firm soon. Naturally the most technologically ad-
vanced employers carry the most weight with these training boards and insist on having such new
equipment.

if we can reconsider the way we run our vocational education system and interest American
employers in participating actively, as our cooperative education operates, this would be a desirable
change, based on, European experience.
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Question: There is widespread agreement in the vocational education field that there are many
out-of-school and unemployed youth in the U.S. and an increased emphasis on
developing vocational education programs for the disadvantaged. But we face the
problem of attracting youth to these programs. an you suggest some strategies?

One of the things that people expect when we talk about other countries is that they're going
to hear how much better the other countries are than we. This just isn't so. There are areas in
which we're ahead. One of these is the recognition of the disadvantaged groupidentifying them
and providing vocational education programs for them. Most of the European countries are just
beginning in this area. Germans, und Austria have begun to open apprenticeship to academically
low achievers and the physically and mentally handicapped. The system to aid particular groups
was begun during the recession in Germany and Austria. The large firms set the model and pub-
licized this to other employers and got them to agree to set up programs for academic low achievers.
The advantage has been that the enrollees are likely to have permanent jobs at the end of training.
One of the chief problems of our youth training programs has been that the final outcomes do not
clearly show su-11 good integration into the work world. I n part, of course, it is due to our having
had much higher unemployment, generally, and for youth.

. Question: How about in the area of involving more women in vocational education programs
that traditionally have been dominated by males?

We're in the lead in this area, too. Only Sweden has made a longer and stronger effort, though
it has not been crowned with great success. In the sixties Sweden developed textbooks for elemen-
tary children which portrayed women and men in nontraditional rolesa man wearing an apron and
washing dishes, a woman sitting in a chair, smoking a cigar, and reading the newspaper with slippers
placed conspicuously beside her chair. What's amazing, though, is the small influence these efforts
have had on actually getting women and men into nontraditional work settings. In Sweden there is
an occupational information program in the schools in which, at age fifteen, children begin to spend
several weeks in 3 workplace, learning about the social organization of work and the nature of
specific work tasks. It has been found that girls still choose areas such as nursing, sales and clerical
work, dnd teaching. While the boys make a wider range of choices, they rarely ask for female-
dominated occupations. Sweden also has an employment program in which employers are sub:
sidized to place men and women in nontraditional jobs. It has not made any dramatic changes.
The greatest contribution of the Swedish approach is -its recognition that if many women are shifted
to nontraditional work, a problem will be created unless men also accept nontraditional jobs.
We seem concerric:1 almost entirely with women. However, in terms of allowing women more
choices, we've probably come as .far as any of the European countries.

Question: The models you have presented so far were developed or have passed through the
industrial stage. What about trends that exist in the Third World countries that are
moving into the industrial stage?

My answer to that is easy. The field of my expertise is limited to advanced industrial coun-
tries. But I have traveled extensively in less developed countries and I recently attended a confer:
ence at which representatives from Third World countries stressed the differences between them-
selves and the developed countries, one of them being their educational/training needs. They do
favor vocational over general education and resent the legacy of an elitist educational system from
their former colonial powers. While they tend to blame their educational troubles on this factor,

am inclined to think that population and resource pressures and other issues are equally imp6rtant.
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Question: Do you have the same ideas on the handicapped as you do on the disadvantaged?

. Not quite. When I talked about the disadvantaged, was thinking in terms of our emphasis on
minority groupssocially handicapped. In speaking about those who are physically and mentally
handicapped, I would say that the European countries are ahead of us in general provisions for
young people. They have special programs for the handicapped. For example, there's a good
British work experience program for young people who leave high school and don't get a job for
six months or so. Yet we've probably gone further in making it possible for handicapped youth
to advance to higher education,

Question: Are the apprenticeship training programs in Europe that ;nterface with the educa-
tional-community responsive to the changing ne(:(is of the employment market-
place? How responsive are these programs to job retraining for people in Settings
in which jobs are obsolete?

Apprenticeship programs have a double disadvantage in economic responsivenessemployers
fill their own training needs rather than those of the economy and they also tend to cut back on
recruits in recession periods. However, apprenticeship is not at all engaged in retraining those whose
jobs have become obsolete. All of the apprenticeship countries have elaborate retraining programs
outside of apprenticeship to serve such people. Unlike our CETA programs, these programs accept
some people who are employed. These are not conceived as programs for the disadvantaged, and
they often "cream" applicants. They feel that if the program meets the needs of industry, there
will be room for others at the bottom. But if unacceptable people are trained, the program would
get a,bad name. They look surprised if the issue of creaming is raised and ask, "Isn't that the
natural thing to do? We always take the most able candidates for anything we're doing."

With regard to making apprenticeship more responsive to changing employment conditions,
several approaches have been taken. Subsidies have been offered to employers to encourage recruit-
ment during economic downturns. Group training centers and off-the-job training programs are
provided to upgrade and modernize training, and government undertakes supervision of_the revised
curricula for on-the-job training.

Germany's threat to levy a tax on employers if they did not increase apprenticeships was seen
as an effort to take the program away from industry; rather than rose the program, employers have
provided a.large increase in the number of apprenticeship openings. The composition and curricula
of apprenticeships are more difficult to influence. Various official groups, on which education
representatives sit, review the curricula and the qualifications for completing apprenticeships. They
also consolidate or break clown occupations for training purposes and create new ones. There are .

time lags but the leadership of big industry sets the real pace and the administrative changes follow
behind.

Question: Can-you provide suggestions for integrating vocational education into an overall
school to work transition strategy? Do we need an overall strategy?

I do think we need such a strategy. I've indicated that we ought to rethink our pattern of full-
time education for everybody through high school. Vocational education could be heavily involved
in all of the transition programs which flourish under a million names. I couldn't begin to catalog
or evaluate all of them and this multiplicity is a fault. Vocational education could be a leader in
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this movement if it changed its self-image and accepted ,prect relationship to the world of work,
instead of preparing people for work. In terms of size and experience, vocational education is
ahead of a lot of the experiential, work experience, wo preParation programs.

Question: One theme that emerged it r your talk was that of societal and cultural differences
among students. We in the United States stress equality, freedom of choice, and so
on. How do we insure the maintenance of cultural values without having more
students reject occupational training programs?

Perhaps we should reconsider some of our values if they conflict with the facts. Our values
downgrade occupational training and place it second best. As a result 80 percent of the young
people have aspirations to complete college but only 20 percent do it. The rest are doing something
else and feel cheated. It may be that we haven't the capacity to deliver on all of our values or that
our objectives are prematurely high. When we look comparatively at occupational structures and
occupational mobility and take into account differences among the economies of these countries,
we discover that the U.S. has hardly any more occupational mobility or room at the top than the
European countries..

I'm not advocating the alternative, which is to have low expectations. In the British system,
for example, everybody is judged basically by social class and excessive ambition is frowned on.
They don't know what to do with outsiders, such as Asian immigrants who have high aspirations
and want to be doctors and lawyers. They are put down by British guidance counselors.

in the U.S. they'd get lots of support. But we also have more trouble than other countries in
selling vocational education of a less exalted character. P, is a matter of trade-offs so long as one
cannot alter the values to conform with reality.

Question: What long-range organization do you see for manpower planning and educational
planning?

Clearly the two ought to be integrated, but only a few countries do this adequately. The
Scandinavian countries are leaders in coordinating planning and execution because they see the two
fields as inextricably linked. The whole educational establishment sits in on manpowe'r planning
sessions and the whole manpower establishment sits in on educational planning sessions. Bringing
together the different interests and perspectives, they obtain cooperative thinking and action. For
example, when the need for teachers declined sharply, they closed down some teacher training
schools without worrying about taking away somebody's option to be a teacher. Matching supply
and,demand seemed to be more important. They have also conducted campaigns when they thought
that higher education enrollments were rising too rapidly in terms of employment possibilities and
individual expectations. As a result, Sweden had a downturn not only in numbers enrolling in col-
leges but also in the percentage of the age group enrolling.

This coordination of planning for education and manpower is not easy to replicate, especially
in large countries. In the small countries, they don't protect their turf in quite the same way that
we do.

Question: You mentioned several trade-offs in youth unemployment and transition from
school to work. Are there others that we're consciously making that we need to
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jdress, for instance, in the ..,ad areas of youth unemployment of insition;
decentralization vs. centnlizzLion: high school central planning vs. lc-, -i! autonomy?

We seem Lo have opted for local autonomy idinst the possible benefits of central planning
without ever having tried real planning. Currently there is great distrust of Washington. The
popular belief is that WaShi.ngton can't io anything very Well. Such critics have not judged the
performance of all the other levels of government with the same severity. In my opinion, these
other levels wDuld not stand up very well if they were so judged. It is not clear to me that there
are net benefits from our current choices or that considered trade-offs have been made.

On youth unemployment, I feel that we tend to shift 'ground. Some who say that there are
not enough jobs for young people in total decide that the way to cope with the situation is to give
skill- to the unemployed. But is this an answer? 1. !arge part of the-job vacancies for youth results
frog r people constantly leaving or getting fired, mostly i-om low skill jobs. We do not a huge
body of youth job vacancies that remains unfilled for, say, six months at a time, because young'
people with skills are unavailable. If one totals all We young people who want good jobs, then
there are not enough jobs. Programs that simply give employability skills to unemployed young
people result in making them compete with others who already have jobs or in the not getting
the expected jobs and being dissatisfied.

The analogy I use is the game of musical chairs. It's a game in which somebody has4to lose, if
the gaMe is played the normal way. Somebody has to go "out" every time. If, as the game is
played, a certain type of person loses every single time and vve don't think this is right, we begin to
think of ways of picking the losers a little more equally. We can train the disadvantage players to
run around the chairs as well as the,others do. Soon the losers would constitute a cross-section of
the whole population, instead of being just the disadvantaged. That is to say, unemployment would
be distributed more equitably. An alternative way of looking at this is that musical chairs may not
be the right game to play. We should ask for more chairs so everyone gets at least one seat. Maybe
there should even be a couple of extra chairs so that peope can have a choice of chairs!

Question. Are other countries using vocational teaching training programs that are different
from the ones in the United States?

I have observed some. In particular, I visited a French special vocational school for teachers
that had just been opened. It was run in conjunction with a fL vocational school so that teachers
were in constant contact with practice and all prospective teaci -?rs quickly moved into the class
room c r workshop. In Germany, A 'stria, and Switzerland they prefer to recruit skilled worker'
with practical experience. Since they may have an inadequate pedagogical base, the requireme.lts
have upgraded recently.

Question: Who should decide what vocational training should consist ofbasic academic skills,
occupational knowledge, and so onin other countries and in the U.S.?

A the interested parties, working together, would be the best solution. In the Wilted States
we have 3 lot of divergent opinions. Many American employers prefer a good academic high school
educaticn to a vocational education, even for blue collar jobs. They distrust the schools and believe
they should concentrate on basic literacy and coping skills. This belief has come through in a num-
ber of surveys of employers. In the European countries, employers seem to have more belief in
formal training and more influence on its content and structure.
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Question: You discussed increasing the of ns for training for young people and the appren-
ticeship model in England. Do, this system have a broader base?

I talked about a British model of apprenticeship which is replicated fairly closely in Ireland,
Australia, and New Zealand and to a lesser extent in the U.S. and Canada. It covers the English-
speaking countries and serves a limited proportion of young people. In Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland, the main apprenticeship countries, the proportions served are much higher and there is
a wider range of occupationt. The American apprenticeship system has a potential for expansion in
several directions and top officials of the Department of Labor are among the strongest apprentice-
ship advocates. They are seeking to.expand apprenticeship by introducing it in new areas, such as
health services and by enlarging it in fields where it is now small. They also want women and
minorities to share more of the openings. Realistically, however, I do not think apprenticeship can
ever, become the major training program in the U.S. or the other English-speaking countries. Sup-
plementary programs will be needed and the British Unified Vocational Preparation and Work
Experience programs are examples of experiments outside traditional vocational education.
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